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As the year draws to a close, it's time to look back at the games released in 2010 and 
choose the best. TODAY's gaming fiend Trevor Tan (trevor@mediacorp.com.sg) gives his 
verdict.

ACTION GAME OF THE YEAR

This year has been great for action adventure games, with the likes of Assassin's Creed: 
Brotherhood, Bayonetta, God of War III and Red Dead Redemption. 

Bayonetta has eye-catching art direction and innovative gameplay while Assassin's Creed 

continues the tradition of its distinguished predecessors. But Red Dead Redemption stands 
out from the pack, thanks to its huge and open interactive world of the American Wild 
West that allows you to slowly explore the environment and pick your battles. Plus, the 
game touts awesome graphics, an epic soundtrack, intuitive gameplay and a superb
storyline.

My Pick: Red Dead Redemption (available on PS3 and Xbox 360)

RACING GAME OF THE YEAR

For racing game enthusiasts, the biggest news this year was the release of the PS3-
exclusive Gran Turismo 5 (GT5), which has been in the making for five years. 

Nonetheless, we should not overlook other very good racing games, such as Need for 
Speed Hot Pursuit, BLUR and Formula 1 2010. Yet for many, GT5 is a winner almost by

default. 

But despite its wealth of cars, circuits and realistic driving physics, I was left a tad 
disappointed by GT5's progressive damage modelling, lack of replay points and the poor 
graphics of standard cars compared to premium cars.

Formula 1 2010, on the other hand, has an exciting career mode, realistic damage 
modelling and driving physics, along with fantastic weather effects. Its one flaw is that you 
only get to drive the F1 machines. To me, that's not much of a flaw.

My Pick: Formula 1 2010 (PS3, PC and Xbox 360)

ROLE-PLAYING GAME OF THE YEAR

Role-playing games (RPGs) are my favourite, as I like the engaging stories as well as 
addictive character development and inventory management. 

But good RPGs are hard to come by. This year, notable ones include Mass Effect 2, Fallout: 
New Vegas, Final Fantasy XIII, Alpha Protocol and Fable III. 

I really like Alpha Protocol's espionage theme but its glaring technical flaws mean it's out 
of the running. Final Fantasy XIII is perfect in terms of graphics but its gameplay is too
linear for my liking. Fallout: New Vegas is a great experience that takes you back to the 
wastelands but it feels somewhat like a huge expansion pack to Fallout 3.

Though Mass Effect 2 is a sequel with a rather predictable storyline, the dialogue is 
outstanding and the combat intuitive. Having Commander Shepard fighting through the 
galaxy to gather interesting characters to join him in a suicide mission is also immensely 
fun. Plus, decisions made earlier in the game can dictate the final mission outcome. All 
these factors make ME2 a stellar all-round role-playing experience. 

My Pick: Mass Effect 2 (PC and Xbox 360)

SHOOTER GAME OF THE YEAR

Shooter games are the staple of electronic gaming as they allow you to shoot your foes out 
of their pathetic existence.
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This year, we have a wealth of quality shooter games, such as Battlefield: Bad Company 2, 
BioShock 2, Halo: Reach, Medal of Honor (MOH) and Call of Duty: Black Ops (COD). 

It is refreshing to play a Big Daddy wielding a drill with one hand and firing plasmids with
another in BioShock 2, while MOH is a tribute to coalition forces fighting the war against 
terrorism in Afghanistan.

However, the battle is really between Halo: Reach and COD. While Reach has a far more 
immersive storyline, COD's short single-player experience is exhilarating even if it is over 
the top at times. In the end, COD nicked it with its repertoire of multiplayer options that 
prolongs its longevity.

My Pick: Call of Duty: Black Ops (PC, PS3, Wii and Xbox 360)

SPORTS GAME OF THE YEAR

Your favourite sports game will probably be down to what type of sports you are interested 
in. And almost all the games are annual updates, such as FIFA 11, Pro Evolution Soccer 11 

and NBA 2K11.

However, this year, with the release of motion-sensor technologies in Sony's PlayStation 
Move and Microsoft's Kinect, sports games are requiring more physical effort from you. 
With Kinect Sports and Sports Champions, you have to really "run" in a race and "smack" 
that volleyball.

Yet, there is still not enough depth in terms of gameplay for both Kinect and Move games 
to match the realism and authenticity of games like FIFA 11 and NBA 2K11. 

In NBA 2K11 especially, the game is spectacular (except for the difficult controls and 
messy menu), with faithful reproduction of the NBA experience from the touchline to the 
advertisements. Plus, you get to play Michael Jordan!

My Pick: NBA 2K11 (PC, PS3, Wii and Xbox 360)

STRATEGY GAME OF THE YEAR

The beginning of the year sees the conclusion of Command and Conquer (C&C) Tiberium 
series with C&C4: Tiberium Twilight. Unfortunately, it is a dud as its gameplay deviates 
starkly for a C&C game. I mean, what is C&C when you can't harvest Tiberium?

Thankfully, StarCraft II stays true to the gameplay of its predecessor. It delivers a good 
storyline (with two more expansions to come) and continues to reign supreme when it 
comes to multiplayer battles. The only downer is its omission of local area network 
support. 

Unfortunately, my fingers are not fast enough for the multiplayer onslaught in StarCraft II. 
Turn-based strategy game Civilization V (Civ5), on the other hand, allows me to take my
time to move the units of my civilisation as I guide it from stone age to space age by 

diplomacy, culture or military means. Compared to its predecessors, Civ5 also boasts 
enhanced graphics and gameplay such as hexagonal grids to ensure better placement of 
units.

For a real-time strategy game, StarCraft II is easily the winner. But for the complete 
strategic experience, Civ5's addictive "one-more-turn" gameplay tops it for me.

My Pick: Civilization V (PC and Mac)

GAME OF THE YEAR

For me, the game of the year boils down to either Mass Effect 2 or Red Dead Redemption. 
Both have an open interactive world and both stories are well told and dotted with 
interesting characters and varied missions. The combat mechanism in Red Dead 
Redemption is not as intuitive as that of Mass Effect 2, however. But being a rabid RPG 

fan, I'll still pick Mass Effect 2.
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